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ABSTRACT

The overarching objective of this research is to investigate the measurement and
use of complexity in the prediction of product performance metrics (assembly time and
market cost) for two model graph types (assembly models and function structures). This
research focusses on analyzing how accurate the prediction of performance metrics are
based on these graph types. This research focuses on developing four prediction models:
Function Structures to predict Market Price (FS-MP),
Assembly Models to predict Assembly Time (AM-AT),
Function Structures to predict Assembly Time (FS-AT), and
Assembly Models to predict Market Price (AM-MP).
These assembly models and function structures are analyzed against twenty-nine
complexity metrics resulting in a complexity vector, which in turn, is used to train a
population of 18,900 artificial neural networks (ANN). The ANNs serve as surrogate
models to map these graphs to performance values. The models are created with a
common database of products that are readily available in the market, such as consumer
electro-mechanical products, power tools, kitchen appliances, or children’s toys.
The overarching goal of this research is to assist designers in product
development by providing information earlier in the design process that is not currently
available. For example, in early design stage when engineers are developing different
functional concepts, it is currently impossible to compare them based on cost. However,
with the graph based historically trained complexity approach, one can compare different
function structures in terms of market price. It is also not known whether the function
structures could also be used to predict assembly time, a major contributor to
manufacturing cost. Furthermore, the assembly models of the selected concepts are
created in the embodiment design stage which can be used in the accurate predictions of
the performance metrics (assembly time and market value). These models are based on
ii

more information and understanding of the design problem, and should therefore result in
more accurate predictions of the performance metrics than those resulting from the
conceptual design stage information. Ultimately, based on the understanding of how
accuracy in prediction models change based on graph input type and on performance
type, one could envision generating multiple different historically based predictors that
can inform design earlier in the process.
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Chapter One
MOTIVATION & RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

The overarching objective of this research is to investigate the measurement and
use of complexity in the prediction of product performance metrics (assembly time and
market cost) for two model graph types (assembly models and function structures). This
research focusses on analyzing how accurate the prediction of performance metrics are
based on these graph types. Previous work has shown that one can predict the assembly
time of the products using their assembly models [1–4] and market cost using function
structures [5]. This previous work shows that historical data in the form of product graphs
reduced to a vector of complexity metrics coupled with the associated performance
metrics can be used to create prediction models for product performance through artificial
neural network surrogate modeling.
Building on the above preliminary work, this research focuses on developing four
prediction models:


Function Structures to predict Market Price (FS-MP),



Assembly Models to predict Assembly Time (AM-AT),



Function Structures to predict Assembly Time (FS-AT), and



Assembly Models to predict Market Price (AM-MP).

These assembly models and function structures are analyzed against twenty-nine
complexity metrics resulting in a complexity vector, which in turn, is used to train a
population of 18,900 artificial neural networks (ANN). The ANNs serve as surrogate
models to map these graphs to performance values. The models are created with a
common database of products that are readily available in the market, such as consumer
electro-mechanical products, power tools, kitchen appliances, or children’s toys.
The overarching goal of this research is to assist designers in product
development by providing information earlier in the design process that is not currently
1

available. For example, in early design stage when engineers are developing different
functional concepts, it is currently impossible to compare them based on cost. However,
with the graph based historically trained complexity approach, one can compare different
function structures in terms of market price. It is also not known whether the function
structures could also be used to predict assembly time, a major contributor to
manufacturing cost. Furthermore, the assembly models of the selected concepts are
created in the embodiment design stage which can be used in the accurate predictions of
the performance metrics (assembly time and market value). These models are based on
more information and understanding of the design problem, and should therefore result in
more accurate predictions of the performance metrics than those resulting from the
conceptual design stage information. Ultimately, based on the understanding of how
accuracy in prediction models change based on graph input type and on performance
type, one could envision generating multiple different historically based predictors that
can inform design earlier in the process.
1.1 Complexity In Engineering
Various researchers have viewed and defined complexity in accordance with their
objectives. Some of these definitions are described below. Complexity has been defined
as a quality of an object with many interwoven elements, attributes that make the whole
object difficult to understand in a collective sense [6]. Complexity is also been defined in
terms of systems where a system is defined as a set of interrelated elements [7–9]. Some
researchers have defined Complexity as an effort required to understand the properties of
a given system [10,11]. The term complexity has also been defined to describe amount of
information required to describe a system comprised of more than one component [12].
For the purpose of this research, the discussions related to the measurements of
complexity is restricted to engineering concepts ranging from simple artifacts to large
complex systems and the terms performance metrics refers to “assembly time and market
value” and graph sources represent “assembly models and function structures”.

2

1.1.1 Two Approaches of Using Complexity
There are two approaches of employing complexity in engineering applications.
i)

Direct Approach:

In this approach the product structures and models are mapped using complexity
metrics as a direct medium to predict the performance values of the products as shown
below in Figure 1. The disadvantage of using such approach is that there is no impact on
the magnitude of complexity measure, thereby not decreasing any amount of complexity

Figure 1: Direct Approach
ii)

Intermediate Approach:

In this approach the product structures and models are mapped to graphs by
means of complexity metrics and later these graphs are used in the prediction of products
performance metrics (assembly time and market value). Figure 2 displays the
intermediate approach where the sources are mapped to graphs and those graphs predict
the performance metrics. The advantage of using this approach is that one can break
down the level of complexity into smaller levels of complexity where one deals in
relating the product source to the graphs and the other deals in mapping these graphs to
the products performance metrics. However, researchers have used complexity according
to their needs and convenience

3

Figure 2: Intermediate Approach
1.1.2 Existing Complexity Metrics
This section of the literature describes the main feature of complexity as the
results of the experiments rely heavily on the metrics used. Complexity metric serves as
an interface between the bi-partite graphs of the products and the performance metrics.
As the usage of complexity has emerged over the years, researchers have used various
metrics to predict performances of the products, some of which are mentioned below:
a) Mathematical Models: Mathematical models in the form of equations and
functions have been used in computing the performance values of the products
b) Graphs: The graph sources have been useful in mapping the relations between
two parameters and hence they have been employed in mapping the source
elements and the relationships amongst the elements
c) Neural Networks: The neural networks are often used in solving large complex
problems where the sources are inputted into the networks and the networks
compute the entire mapping process and output the performance value of the
products.
1.1.3 Survey of Performance Metrics of Various Products Measured Using
Complexity
Research in the field of complexity over the past few decades has resulted in the
formulation of various theories, perspectives, models and methods to maneuver
4

complexity in engineering applications which has been displayed Table 1. This table
showcases how different complexity metrics such as neural networks, mathematical
equations, graphs etc. have been used as a medium to predict the performance of various
products. The performance of the products varies from researcher’s point of view ranging
from predicting the human feeling complexity to the assembly time performance metrics.
This table also displays the various graph types that have been used by the researchers in
predicting the performance of the product.
Table 1: Portraits the Previous Research Explored Using Complexity
No.
of
Insta
nces

Sources of
Interest

Informatio
n

1

Assembly
Models

Consumer
Products

13

2

Mate
Connection
s

Consumer
Products

13

Ref

3

Function
Structure

Consumer
Products

5

Function
Structure

Consumer
Products

18

6

Functional
tree

Consumer
Products

17

7

Assembly
Models

Analyzed
Systems

13

10

Function
Structure

Consumer
Products

03

09

Type of
Complexity
Metrics
Size,
Interconnections,
Centrality &
Decomposition
Design for
Assembly (DFA)
Automation tool

Design Structure
Matrix

Size,
Interconnections,
Centrality &
Decomposition
Functional
Decomposition
Average Path
Length; Part Count
& Path Length
Density
Decomposability

5

No. of
Metric

Type of
Input
Model

What is
Predicted

29

Artificial
Neural
Networks

Assembly
Time

29

Artificial
Neural
Networks

Assembly
Time

03

Normalizatio
n and
Aggregate

Dimensional
and
connective
size, shortest
path
properties
and
decompositi
on

29

Artificial
Neural
Networks

Market
value

05

Mathematica
l Equation

Design
effort

29

Linear
Regression
Analysis

Assembly
time

02

Connectivity
Graph

Size &
Coupling

Ref

13

14

Sources of
Interest
Function
structure,
Connectivit
y graph and
parametric
associativit
y graph
Design
Matrix

Informatio
n

Design
Products

Direct
Approach
Vehicle
Subassemblies

No.
of
Insta
nces

Type of
Complexity
Metrics

No. of
Metric

Type of
Input
Model

What is
Predicted

03

Size and coupling

02

Mathematica
l equation

Design
Tools

28

Interrelations

25

Digraph

Target
Values

24

Effectiveness

29

Artificial
Neural
Networks

Assembly
time

09

Mathematica
l Equations

No. of
Possible
outputs of a
device

16

Connectivit
y Graphs

19

Function
Tree

20

Parametric
based
Model

Landing
Gear

13

Weight & Height

03

21

Network
Instances &
Model
Instances

Autonomous
System level
Internet

03

Linking Probability
& Nodes Utility

03

Medical
Devices

100

Safety

28

Bayesian
Network

FDA
Decision
Time

Gas Turbine
Engines

01

Connections

05

Binary
Adjacency
Matrix

Developmen
t cost &

Exam
Problem

03

Solvability or
Level of Effort

29

02
Case
Studi
es

System
Connectedness

03
Design
s

23

24

26

Hip
Replaceme
nt Devices
Structural
Complexity
&
Modularity
Problem
Difficulty

27

Algebraic
connectivit
y & Graph
Spectra

33

Assembly
Models

Electromech
anical
products

Complex
Engineered
Systems

Toaster

09

01

Correlation

Shortest Path
Length, Path length
Density and
Disassembly time

6

29

Regression
Model &
Neural
Network
Model
a)Continuum
Theory
b)
Regression
c) Discrete
choice

Mathematica
l Equation
Laplacian
Eigen
Values &
Genetic
Algorithm
Assembly
graph

Target Cost

Node-level
Behaviors

Effort or
Point Value

Resiliency

Dis
Assembly
Time

One can summarize the following take-away from the above table. Complexity
metric based on functional decomposition can be used to assess the complexity and the
test results of the research confirms the validity of the proposed metric [6]. It has been
established from this paper that the complexity is the effort required to understand a
given system and that this effort is based on a collection of attributes rather than a single
value. The attributes are defined into classes of size and interconnectivity, where size is
further classified into dimensionality and connectivity and interconnectivity addresses the
structural arrangement of the system through the shortest path length analysis and
systematic decomposition [7]. It has been identified that not every design tool can be
used to manage complexity [13] and has been portrayed from an example model
developed in this paper an ability to predict the assembly time of a system based on
physical architecture of that system [3]. The paper presented a structured method to
effectively identify functional couplings and strategies to eliminate the functional
couplings in a design with the aid of complex coupling structures [14].
It has been stated that the only way of measuring complexity of real world designs
is to conduct a study of causes and effects. What are the crucial factors that influence
design cost and manufacturing cost to increase? It has been observed that the use of
performance measures is not appropriate to measure the complexity measures [15]. The
possibility of early stage assembly time estimation model based on part connectivity can
be developed for automotive industry [16] and the market value of a product can be
assessed from the function structures of the products using graph-based complexity
metrics as a mapping through neural networks [17].
It has been proposed that the method of extracting mate complexity from
assembly model is feasible in creating a tool that can integrate into a commercial CAD
system to provide assembly time estimation [2,4]. It has been seen that the use of
Boothroyd and Dewhurst method for estimating assembly time have been investigated to
implement the Boothroyd and Dewhurst assembly time estimate method as a tool to
communicate with CAD software to retrieve information from CAD such as dimensions,
weight, material and assembly to provide initial assembly time estimate range [18].
7

The functional complexity and physical complexity were related through a
performance-based complexity and also has been seen that performance complexity
evaluated based on requirements and functionality of the concept predict more accurately
the manufacturing cost of a given concept based on geometric complexity associated with
a specified level of performance [19]. The overall performances of the neural networks
models were superior to that of parametric models and in fact the overall error of all the
trials based on parametric models were more than double that of neural networks. It is
also seen that the number of neurons in the hidden layers doesn’t have a great impact on
the performance of the model [20].
Three approaches that have been proposed to deduce the node level behavior and
preferences from network structure datasets [21]. The interference detection method
(IDM) and the assembly mate method (AMM) provide automated tools to generate the
connectivity graph of an assembly, where this graph are used as input to connectivity
complexity method and provides and automated method of estimating the assembly time
of a product based on CAD model (E. Z. Namouz and Summers 2013). It has been
suggested that the high fidelity assembly model based neural networks provide good
prediction tools, for estimating the assembly time for both high fidelity and low fidelity
conceptual models. There was no significant evidence shown to suggest that the high
fidelity neural network or the low fidelity neural network can predict assembly time
better [1].
The use of robust complexity metrics one were able to study the relationship
between product complexity and the FDA regulations thereby addressing the gap in the
literature of MDD, product complexity and complexity metrics [23]. The notion of matrix
energy as a measure of topological complexity of product architecture was introduced as
a rigorous measure of topological complexity. It is also been seen that the topological
complexity share properties similar to and found to correlate strongly with informationtheoretic complexity metrics for networks [24,25]. A protocol has been discovered that
will be useful to study the structural complexity factors that are predictors for faculty
estimation of the effort in solving problems [26] and it has been identified that
8

establishing design resilience during the conceptual design phase is a difficult yet
important aspect to design of engineered systems. The complexity network theory in
conjunction with the spectral analysis has provided useful insight into the design of
resilient complex engineering systems [27].
1.2 Previous Complexity-Based Prediction Work Done At CEDAR
The previous research at the lab showcases how complexity has been useful in
predicting various performance metrics. It has been seen that at first the research focus
was on establishing an approach for the development of surrogate models predicting the
assembly time of a system based on complexity metrics of the physical system
architecture when detailed geometric information is unavailable [3]. Later, the research
has been explored on how complexity was managed within the design process by
examining the design tools with respect to complexity and techniques used to manage
the complexity [13].Then the research focus was to investigate if early stage function
models of design can be used to predict the market-value of a commercial product
(Mathieson et al. 2011). The use of neural networks to develop a relationship model
between assembly times and complexity metrics applied to defined mate connections
within Solid Works assembly models (Owensby et al., 2011), later the tool was used to
predict the assembly time of a product within 40% of target “as built” time using a high
fidelity neural network and a low fidelity CAD model [28]. This model was then used to
develop a Design for Assembly (DFA) automation tool that can predict a product’s
assembly time using defined mate connections within Solid Works assembly models.
The paper [16] explores the possibility that the assembly time estimation process can be
automated while reducing the level of design detail required where by training the
artificial neural networks (ANNs) to estimate the assembly time of vehicle subassemblies at various stages using properties of connectivity graphs. The paper describes
a design exercise that was conducted to investigate what if any, correlation exists
between the functional complexity of a given artifact and its associated physical
complexity as defined by design for manufacturing principles [19]. This research has
9

explored the use of complexity as a surrogate for problem difficulty in predicting the
effort or point value of an exam problem [26]. The research paper [22] compares the two
different methods of graph generation for input into complexity connectivity method to
estimate the assembly time of a product. Detailed discussions of the past research in line
with this thesis are presented below.
1.3 Estimation of Market Value Using Function Structures:
A method of measuring complexity from different engineering representations in
a consistent manner and explores the application of these measures. It has been seen that
the development of a measurement method has suggested that complexity is the effort
required to understand a given system and that this effort is based on a collection of
attributes rather than a single value. These attributes were derived from graph-based
representations and are divided into classes of size, interconnection, centrality, and
decomposition. Each of these classes contains two measurement subtypes composed of
multiple metrics each for a total of 29 dimensions of complexity. While this set was not
exhaustive, it was considered as sufficient for application. These complexity
measurements were used in three application cases. Where the first of these cases applies
complexity measurement to product connectivity graphs and establishes a model mapping
these measurements to assembly time. The variability of the model was within one
standard deviation of that observed between different designers conducting the same
assembly time analysis. He demonstrated that it is possible to use complexity metrics as a
surrogate mapping to design performance measures. The second application case he
addressed was function structures and product market value. Complexity measurements
were used as the input to neural networks to develop a mapping which gave a predicted
probability density function over a range of market values. This mapping was shown to
be accurate, while the precision was limited to the general product range due to a limited
training set size. The success of this approach suggests that a formalized method to
establishing complexity mappings can be established. The final application case
developed a protocol for capturing the connective information in a design process. This
10

protocol used email, meeting minutes, and engineering documents to create a temporal
hyper graph representation of the process. The application of complexity measurements
to the data created by this protocol showed the ability to identify design process
properties such as work habits, group dynamics, and critical points [3,17,29].
1.4 Estimating Assembly Time Using CAD Models
The research work presented in his thesis addresses the current DFA limitations
and issues by developing and implementing an automated assembly time prediction tool
that: extracts explicitly defined connections from Solid Works assembly models,
determines the structural complexity vector of the connections, and inputs the complexity
vector into trained artificial neural networks (ANNs) to predict an assembly time. The
automated assembly time prediction tool does not require any user inputs other than a
mated assembly model. To complete the analysis with the automated tool, the user has to
open up the assembly model and click on the developed SW add-in button. Since no
additional inputs are required to complete the analysis, the results are completely
repeatable when given the same Solid Works assembly model to evaluate. The results in
this thesis show that the developed tool can predict a product’s assembly time with as
little as 4% error or with as much as +68% error depending on the ANN training set used.
Eight different ANN training sets are tested in this thesis, the results show that larger
more variable ANN training sets typically predict assembly times with less percent error
than smaller less variable ANN training sets. Since the tool extracts mates from assembly
models, the sensitivity of the method with respect to different mating styles is also
investigated. It is determined that the mating style does have an effect on the predicted
assembly time, but this effect is typically within the normal variation ranges of existing
DFA methods [2,4].
1.5 Research Questions
It has been observed from the past research explored in the field of complexity
and from the previous work done by the CEDAR lab researchers, that complexity has
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been used to obtain simple systems. Complexity has been used to predict the market
value of the products when less amount of information or details about the product were
known in the form of function structures and also estimate the assembly time of the
products when more amount of information about the products are known in the form of
assembly models. Thus, this research is focused on addressing the following research
questions.
Research Question 1: Can one predict the performance metrics of the products using
topological complexity?
It has been seen from previous research that one can predict the market value of
the products using function structures[17] and the assembly time of the products using
assembly models [28] but can one predict the assembly time a major contributor to the
manufacturing cost using the function structures and also to see if one can predict the
market value a pivotal driving factor of the products using their assembly models.
Research Question 2: How reliable/accurate are these complexity metrics in predicting
the performance of the products?
The next major concerns after addressing the research question 1 is to study how
accurate are these graph types (assembly models and function structures) in predicting the
performance values of the products. To explore which amongst the four generated models
(FS-MV; FS-AT; AM-MV and AM-AT) predict the performance of the products most
accurately with respect to their target values.
Research Question3: Does varying graph sources predict with different accuracy and
precision?
To study if the two different graph types (function structures and assembly
models) predict the performance values of same set of products with different accuracies
& precision and to see which graph type predicts with the most accurate results for the
two performance metrics (assembly time and market value).
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Chapter Two
EXPLAINATION OF THE EXPERIMENTATION METHOD

An experiment is conducted to predict the performance metrics (Assembly Time
and Market Value) of twenty products by analyzing their graph sources (Function
Structures and Assembly Models) to address the proposed research questions presented in
chapter one. Figure 3 exhibits an outline of the experiment conducted followed by a
detailed explanation of each step of the experimentation in the later sections of the
chapter.
Generate Function
Structures and
Assembly Models of
Products

Create Bi-Partite
Graphs of these
Structures and Models

Build Twenty Nine
Complexity Metrics
Vector using these
Graphs

Store Assembly Times and Market Values of
Products as Target Values

Train Artificial Neural
Networks using the
Complexity Metrics
and Target Values

Test the five selected
products against the
trained Artificial Neural
Networks

Analysis of the test
results

Figure 3: A Schematic Representation of the Experimental Set up
2.1 Function Structures
The overall objective of a design cannot be considered properly defined until it
has clearly been stated in terms of its function. Functional relationships must be carefully
worked out: designed to accomplish the objective specified. The meaningful and
compatible combination of sub functions into overall functions produces a function
13

structures. There are usually many number of function structures that will meet the
overall functional requirements and constraints of the design specifications [30]. Figure 4
represents a function structure of solar yard light.

Figure 4: Function Structure of Solar Yard Light
A function structure is a graph-based model of mechanical product functionality,
whose nodes are transformative actions and edges are flows undergoing transformations
through a design product [31]. These graphs are discussed in design research as a useful
representation to support early design activities, such as problem decomposition and
understanding, solution search [32], concept generation [11,33] and design archival [34].
These function structures are either generated manually or with aid of the concept
modeler tool [35]. (Figure 4 &Figure 5) represents the function structures of a solar yard
light and lawn mower. The function structures of other products are listed in appendix
section of the thesis. These structures are used as inputs to the graphs to predict the
performance values of the products.
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Figure 5: Function Structure of Lawn Mower (Source: Oregon State Design
Repository)1

1

http://function2.mime.oregonstate.edu:8080/view/index.jsp
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2.2 Assembly Models
The three dimensional CAD (Computer Aided Design) models generated in Solid
Works software are also used as graph sources whose assemblies are created in the
software and the bi-partite graphs for these products are generated from an add-in tool
box named SWAddinDFA. Detailed information about this tool box is presented in [1].
The importance of using the models are that performance metrics (Assembly time and
Market value) of the products are dependent on the amount of detailed information
presented for these assembly models, the more details of the products are presented the
better prediction of the performance metrics can be achieved. The assembly models of
lawn mower (Figure 6) and hair dryer (Figure 7) generated in Solid Works software is
shown below The CAD models of other products are listed in the appendix section of the
thesis. The assemblies of the CAD model are used as inputs to graphs to predict the
performance values.

Figure 6: CAD model of Lawn Mower on the left side and its exploded view on the
right side
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Figure 7: CAD model of Hair Dryer on the left side and its exploded view on the
right side
2.3 Bi-Partite Graph
The generated structures and models are transformed into graphs. These graphs
consist of two independent sets where the connections are drawn between these two sets.
The first independent set is the system elements or physical parts. This includes both
major system components to be assembled as well as fastener components. These are
drawn on the left side of the bi-partite graph. The second independent set consists of
relationships. These relationships are instances of connection and contact which are
shown on the right side of the bi-partite graph. These graphs are further converted into
twenty nine complexity metrics vector and the vectors are inputted to train artificial
neural networks along with the target values (assembly time and market value).
Generation of these graphs from the structures and models are discussed below:
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Figure8: Bi-Partite Graph
i) Bi-Partite Graph of Function Structures:
The conversion of a function model into a bipartite graph begins with labeling the
flows (energy, material, and signal) as (f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7). This is done to verify
later that no flow‟ is missed in creating a bipartite model”. Figure 9 shows an example of
a function structure in which the flows have been labeled. This serves as a reference
document for converting the function structure representation to bi-partite graphs [5].

Figure 9: Flow Labeling During Conversion of Function Structure to Bi-Partite
Graph (Source: James L Mathieson et al. 2011)
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From Figure 9 , each function block in the model is listed in a column and
assigned an element ID for each as shown in Table 2. The number of function-blocks in
the list should match with the total number of function-blocks in the reference document.
This is done to ensure that each function-block in the model is uniquely identified. This
check in conjunction with ensuring that all flows in the model are also uniquely identified
provides control over the quality of the document. Figure 10 shows how each element is
mapped with the corresponding elements. Thus, one can generate the bi-partite graphs for
function structure manually
Table 2: Assigning Element ID

Element
ID

Description

I1

Import
EE

T1

Transfer
EE

A1

Actuate
EE

D1

Distribute
EE
Figure 10: Bi-partite graph of flow conversion

ii) Bi-Partite Graph of Assembly Models.
Whereas the assembly models are converted into graphs by SwAddinDFA add in
tool, these graphs consists of only source and sinks to represent the origin and destination
of the connecting parts as shown in Figure 11 and the data is stored in the form of a
notepad document labeled under ‘EZ_Connectivity’ Figure 11 represents the bi-partite
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graphs generated by the SWAddinDFA tool box of a lawn mower whose CAD model is
generated in the Solid Works software where the individual parts are listed under the
heading sources and the mating parts are listed under the column sinks. This new two
column representation indicates the relationship of a particular source which ends at a
specific sink as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 Graph generated using SWADDINDFA tool of hairdryer using assembly
model
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2.4 Twenty nine Graph based Complexity Metrics Vector
The bi-partite representation of the structures and models are now subjected to the
analysis of their complexity properties. These properties derived from the above graphs
are classified into four classes namely Size, Interconnection, Centrality and
Decomposition. These metrics and classes are broadly discussed in the paper [8]. All of
these metrics depend on the structure or topology of the graph and not on the vocabulary
of the nodes and arcs. Thus issues associated with vocabulary inconsistencies with in the
representations is not a limiting factor in this analysis [36,37]. The analysis which
determines these metrics is implemented computationally in MATLAB with a
combination of self-developed functions and the MatlabBGL implementation of the
Boost Graph Library [38]. The MATLAB code “EZ_ANN” is used to transform the bipartite graphs into twenty-nine complexity metrics vector where each vector represents a
distinguished class as portrayed below. Table 2 displays the twenty-nine complexity
metrics of five test products functions structures and Table 3 exhibits the twenty-nine
complexity metrics of five test products assembly models.
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Table 3: Complexity Metrics for Product Function Structures
Metrics
Class

Type

Dir.

Size
Interconnection

Conn

Shortest Path

Flow Rate

Centrality

Betweenness

Clustering
Coefficient

Out

Decomposition

Flashlight

Food
Chopper

6

11

10

14

Rel

19

8

25

18

19

DOF

19

10

25

18

19

Conn

38

18

50

36

38

Sum

192

83

364

263

701

Max

4

4

6

5

9

Mean

2.6667

2.7667

3.3091

2.9222

3.8516

Density

0.1404

0.3458

0.1324

0.1623

0.2027

Sum

125

47

186

128

196

Max

4

4

6

5

5

mean

1.5432

1.3056

1.5372

1.28

1

density

0.0812

0.1632

0.0615

0.0711

0.0526

sum

91

34

212

140

471

max

32

12

55

54

110

10.1111

5.6667

19.2727

14

33.6429

density

0.5322

0.7083

0.7709

0.7778

1.7707

sum

1.4456

1.4222

2.0060

3.4526

1.25

max

0.5

0.5

0.5

1

1

mean

0.1606

0.2370

0.1824

0.3453

0.0893

density

0.0085

0.0296

0.0073

0.0192

0.0047

59

17

91

69

43

sum

9

6

11

10

13

max

1

1

1

1

1

mean

1

1

1

1

0.9286

0.0526

0.125

0.04

0.0556

0.0489

sum

9

6

11

10

14

max

1

1

1

1

1

mean

1

1

1

1

1

0.0526

0.125

0.04

0.0556

0.0526

mean

density

Core
Numbers

Lawn
Mower

9

Ameri Summers

In

Hair
Dryer

Comp.
vector
Elements

Dim

Sander

density
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Table 4: Complexity Metrics for Product Assembly Models
Class

Type

Dir.

Size

Dim
Conn

Interconnection

Shortest Path

Flow Rate

Centrality

Betweenness

Clustering Coefficient

Flashlig
ht

Food
Chopp
er

43

14

41

32

62

22

131

67

32

62

22

131

Conn

134

64

124

44

262

Sum

4304

272

5366

598

4822

Max

10

5

6

6

6

Mean

4.338

2.472

2.971

3.285

2.940

Density

0.065

0.077

0.048

0.149

0.022

Sum

2274

318

3274

278

4262

Max

11

14

22

6

27

Mean

2.221

2.628

1.771

1.418

2.535

Density

0.033

0.082

0.029

0.065

0.019

Sum

3248

140

388

3100

Max

570

69

3474
1479.333
3

104

1021.6

Mean

101.5

12.727

80.791

27.714

75.610

Density

1.515

0.397

1.303

1.260

0.577

Sum

7.943

4.143

4.259

7.033

19.170

Max

1

1

1

1

1

0.248

0.376

0.099

0.502

0.468

0.004
401

0.012
163

0.002
197

0.023
105

0.004
1221

Sum

62

17

78

25

86

Max

2

2

2

2

3

1.938
0.028
9

1.546

1.814

1.786

2.098

0.0483

0.0293

0.0812

0.0160

Sum

62

17

78

25

86

Max

2

2

2

3

Mean

2
1.937
5

1.5455

1.8140

1.7857

2.0976

Density

0.029

0.0484

0.0293

0.081

0.016

Metrics

Sande
r

Elements

32

11

Rel

67

DOF

Mean

Density
Ameri Summers

In
D
ecom
positi
on

Mean
Density

Core
Numbers
Out
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Hair
Dryer

Lawn
Mower

2.5 Artificial Neural Networks
The next step in the experiment is to map the twenty nine complexity metrics vector
of the products to the performance targets of the prediction models. The Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) is chosen to explore these relationships due to their ability to perform
nonlinear statistical modeling [39]. The advantages of using these networks are shown
below:


They require less formal statistical training.



Their ability to detect complex nonlinear relationships between independent and
dependent variables.



The ability to discover all possible interactions between predictor variables.



The ability to use multiple training algorithms.
The networks used for this research is a supervised back propagation network

[17]. The vectors of metrics generated by the complexity analysis and the mean price
quote & assembly time of each product are now used as inputs and targets respectively
for neural network training. The ANN then creates a relationship between the input
values and the target values. Once an ANN is trained, it provides assembly time and
market value for the trained products.

Figure 12: Artificial Neural Networks
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2.6.1 Training Neural Network Architectures
A back propagation neural network is technically capable of fitting to any
function given a sufficient number of neurons and training cycles [5] Thus, we use this
networks which consists of three layers. This layer in turn consists of one hundred and
eighty nine architectures and these architectures are replicated one hundred times in the
prediction of performance metrics. As such, the challenge in training such networks is in
maintaining generalization of the network such that it will accurately predict new data.
These methods require that the input data set be divided into training (70%) and test sets
(30%). The MATLAB code “TrainArchPop” is used to train the neural networks of
fifteen products whose complexity metrics vector are stored in the form of inputs and
their respective performance values are stored as targets in an excel sheet.
These trained ANN are used to test the five products in predicting their
performance values. The MATLAB code “Analyze ANN” is used in testing the five
products performance metrics using the fifteen trained products. These neural networks
are discussed in detailed in the paper [3,16]. A statistical analysis is carried out on the test
results of the five products obtained which is discussed briefly in the statistical analysis
section
2.6 Raw Data (Product Database)
The products selected for the experiment are consumer electro-mechanical
products, such as power tools and kitchen appliances. These products are selected in a
manner where they are readily available in the market as well their CAD (Computer
Aided Design) models are easily available in the market. The assembly models of the
products are taken from GRAB CAD 2online web store and 3D CONTENT CENTRAL

2

https://grabcad.com/
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web site3 where as the function structures of sixteen products have been taken from
Oregon State Design Repository while the rest four were create manually. This approach
eliminates the susceptibility and variance in the test results of the products, as the source
of the products is accessible to any user and hence the experiment produces constant test
results of the four prediction models for any number of repetitions.
The market values of the selected products are determined by identifying
equivalent products to the one described below in the table. The quotes for each of the
products are queried from Amazon online web site. Five base-price quotes are taken
spanning the price range for each product. The used quotes are shown below in the Table
5 indicating the market value of the products. As, there are five different quotes for
predicting the market value of the similar product an average value of these five quotes is
selected. These quotes of the products are used as the target values of the products for the
two graph types. These values are compared against the test results of the experiment in
predicting the accuracy of prediction for the four prediction models.

3

http://www.3dcontentcentral.com/default.aspx
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Table 5: Price Quotes of the Products taken from Amazon Website4
Sl.
Product Name
No.

Quote
1(USD)

Quote
2(USD)

Quote
3(USD)

Quote
4(USD)

Quote
5(USD)

MEAN
(USD)

1

Stapler

24.88

17.67

14.69

16.13

16.83

18.04

2

Flashlight

17.89

17.76

20.38

20.65

24.92

20.32

3

Blender

14.96

19.99

21.99

24.85

25.31

21.42

4

Electric Grill

47.02

49.91

58.94

79.95

89.99

65.162

5

Solar Yard Light

1.663

1.937

2.997

3.75

4.123

2.894

6

Bench Vise

38.38

39.15

40.71

40.72

43.37

40.466

7

Electric Drill

42.99

48.42

49.97

59.26

69.46

54.02

8

39.95

42.99

49

49

59

47.988

6.95

8.17

8.99

9

12.01

9.024

57.91

62.99

63.83

71.56

73.5

65.958

79.99

95.99

96.9

119

129.95

104.366

103.99

119.88

128

139

148

127.774

13

Food Chopper
Computer
Mouse
3-Hole Punch
Electric tooth
Brush
Garage Door
Opener
Juicer Extractor

26.99

29.95

30.19

32.78

40

31.982

14

Mixer

8.99

9.89

13.22

14.96

19.99

13.41

15

Hair Dryer

14.99

20.96

23.99

24.49

26.95

22.276

16

Nail gun

69

76.96

79.99

82.99

89.68

79.724

17

Lawn Mower

99.99

114.99

135.99

137.97

143.99

126.586

18

Jigsaw

114.99

117.5

78.99

74.999

139.95

105.286

19

Sander

169.95

189.9

204.97

214.95

295

214.954

20

Sewing
Machine

75

125

175

129

69.99

114.798

9
10
11
12

The assembly time of the selected products is computed manually using the
Boothroyd and Dewhurst tables for Design for Assembly (DFA) [40]. Table 6: Assembly
Time of the Products Computed Using Boothroyd & Dewhurst Tables for Design for
Assembly below displays the assembly time of the products. The assembly time of the

4

http://www.amazon.com/
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products computed manually is used as target values of the products for the two graph
types. These values are compared against the test results of the experiments in predicting
the accuracy of the four prediction models.
Table 6: Assembly Time of the Products Computed Using Boothroyd & Dewhurst
Tables for Design for Assembly
Sl.No.
Product Name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Assembly Time (Seconds)
123.51
75.4
263.21
121.08
128.79
143.69
189.65
316.62
81.25
145.38
395.821
196.5
339.38
76.65
89.53
90.44
296.61
76.65
218.18
273.71

Stapler
Flashlight
Blender
Electric Grill
Solar Yard Light
Bench Vise
Electric Drill
Food Chopper
Computer Mouse
3-Hole Punch
Electric tooth Brush
Garage Door Opener
Jigsaw
Mixer
Hair Dryer
Nail gun
Lawn Mower
Juice Extractor
Sander
Sewing Machine

2.7 Analysis of Test Results
This section discusses the statistical analysis carried out on the test results
obtained. One can estimate the accuracy of the four prediction models by computing the
error in predicting the result where the error is measured as a difference between the test
result and test target for all the 18,900 test result values of each prediction model. The
percentage error of prediction is computed as the error in predicting the test result divided
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by the test target and the obtained value is multiplied by 100. From the below equations
(Equation 1 & Equation 2) one can obtain the percentage error in predicting the
performance metrics of the products using the graph types.
Equation 1: The Error in Predicting the Performance Value

Equation 2: The Percentage Error in Predicting the Performance Value
)

((

(

))

As the population of 18,900 percentage error values is large, one can take the
average of these values to attain the average percentage error in predicting the
performance value for a graph type as shown below in Equation 3.
Equation 3: Average Percentage Error in Predicting the Performance Value
(

)

The next two chapters of the thesis present the test results of the experiment,
conclusions and future work extensions. This chapter’s showcases the percentage error in
predicting the performance metrics of the two graph types for the four mentioned
prediction models and draw conclusions from the test results obtained and also discusses
the future work extensions of the experiment
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Chapter Three
RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTATION

This chapter exhibits the test results of the experimentation carried out in chapter
two The results displayed in this chapter represent the percentage error in predicting the
performance metrics (assembly time and market value) for the two graph types (assembly
models and function structures) of the five test products.
3.1 Test Results of five Products
The Table 7 below summarizes the absolute average percentage error of the five
test products (Sander, Hair Dryer, Lawn Mower, Flashlight and Food Chopper) for the
four prediction models. Table justifies the ranking order of the four prediction models
based on the absolute average percentage error in predicting the performance of the five
selected products as
Rank I

AM-AT Prediction Model

Rank II

AM-MV Prediction Model

Rank III

FS-AT Prediction Model

Rank IV

FS-MV prediction Model.

This table also shows that test results are in line with the previous research test
results. The AM-AT prediction models predicts the assembly time within 5.3% of the
target time when compared to accuracy of predicting within 20% of target time portrayed
in [28] and 7.3% of target time showcased in [4]. The FS-MV prediction model predicts
the market value within 57.0% of the target value when compared to accuracy of
predicting within 50% of target time displayed in [17]. This shows that one can predict
the performance of the products with more accuracy when more information and details
are available and also one can less information of products to predict the performance
values but with lesser accuracy.
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Table 7: Average Percentage Error of the Four Prediction Models for Five Test
Products
AM-AT

AM-MV

FS-AT

FS-MV

SANDER

10.2%

11.9%

-60.0%

-59.3%

HAIR DRYER

-7.5%

12.4%

-42.2

153.9%

LAWN MOWER

-0.2%

-7.2%

-14.47%

-21.7%

FLASH LIGHT

2.9%

23.2%

18.98%

36.0%

FOOD CHOPPER

-5.7%

6.1%

-8.57%

-13.9%

5.3%

12.2%

28.8%

57.0%

ABSOLUTE
AVERAGE

In the above table the percentage error in predicting the performance value of the
products are highlighted with different colors as follows.


Percentage Error (< 10%) – Green Color



Percentage Error (10%-20%)- Yellow Color



Percentage Error (20%-40%)- Orange Color



Percentage Error (40%-60%)- Red Color



Percentage Error (>100%) – Dark Red Color

The percentage error of the four prediction models have been determined and
exhibited in the following figures (Figure13-Figure 16). These prediction models are
ranked based on the accuracy (percentage error) of predicting the performance value of
the products.
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3.1.1 AM-AT
Figure13 shows a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error) in
predicting the assembly time of five products using assembly models. The accuracy in
predicting the assembly time of this products vary from (-7.492% to 10.23%). The ‘xaxis’ in the graph represents the percentage error in the assembly time of the products and
the assembly time of these five test products are portrayed in Table 6. The ‘y- axis’
represents the frequency of predicting the assembly time of the products and a population
size of 18900 performance values has been used to test the performance values of each
product. This AM-AT prediction model shows that assembly models of the products
predict with higher accuracy in predicting the assembly time of the products when
compared to other three prediction models and thus ranked one amongst the four
prediction models.

Figure13: Displays Percentage Error in Predicting Assembly Time of Products
Using Assembly Models
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3.1.2 AM-MV
Figure14 represents a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error)
in predicting the market value of five products assembly models. The accuracy in
predicting the market value of this products ranges from (-7.2% to 23.2%). The ‘x-axis’
in the graph represents the percentage error in the market value of the products and these
market costs of the test products are displayed in Table 5. The ‘y- axis’ represents the
frequency of predicting the market value of the products and a population size of 18900
performance values has been used to test the performance values of each product. This
AM-MV prediction model shows that assembly models of the products predict with
higher accuracy in predicting the market value of the products when compared to FS-AT
and FS-MV prediction models but not with accuracy greater than AM-AT prediction
model and thus ranked two amongst the four prediction models

Figure14: Portraits Percentage Error in Predicting Market Value of Products Using
Assembly Models
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3.1.3 FS-AT
Figure 15 depicts a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error) in
predicting the assembly time of five products function structures. The accuracy in
predicting the assembly time of this products vary from (-59.9% to 19.0%). The ‘x-axis’
in the graph represents the percentage error in the assembly time of the products and the
assembly time of these five test products are represented in Error! Reference source not
found.. The ‘y- axis’ represents the frequency of predicting the assembly time of the
products and a population size of 18900 performance values has been used to test the
performance values of each product. This FS-AT prediction model shows that function
structures of the products predict with higher accuracy in predicting the assembly time of
the products compared to FS-MV prediction model but predict with a lower accuracy
compared to AM-AT and AM-MV prediction and thus ranked third amongst the four
prediction models.

Figure 15: Depicts Percentage Error in Predicting Assembly Time of Products Using
Function Structures
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3.1.4 FS-MV
Figure 16 portrays a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error)
in predicting the market value of five products function structures. The accuracy in
predicting the market value of this products ranges from (-59.3% to 153.9%). The ‘xaxis’ in the graph represents the percentage error in the market value of the products and
these market costs of the test products are shown in Table 5. The ‘y- axis’ represents the
frequency of predicting the market value of the products and a population size of 18900
performance values has been used to test the performance values of each product. This
FS-MV prediction model shows that function structures of the products predict with
lowest accuracy in predicting the market value of the products when compared to other
three prediction models (AM-AT, AM-MV and FS-AT) and thus ranked fourth amongst
the four prediction models.
Percentage Error in Predicting Market Value of Products Using Function Structures
Vari abl e
Sander
HairDryer
LawnnMower
Fl ashlight
FoodChopper
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8000
Mean
-59.31
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18900
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0

1200

2400

3600

4800

Percentage Error in Market Value of Products

Figure 16: Exhibits Percentage Error in Predicting Market Value of Products Using
Function Structures
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3.2 Test Results of Sander
This section portraits the test results of the Sander product that has been tested in
all four prediction models domain. The results displayed in this section represent the
percentage error in predicting the performance metrics (assembly time and market value)
for the two graph types (assembly models and function structures) for the sander product.
Table 8: Average Percentage Error in Predicting the Performance Metrics of Sander
Average Percentage Error in Predicting the
Prediction Model

Rank
Performance of the Sander

AM-AT

10.2%

I

AM-MV

11.9%

II

FS-MV

-59.3%

III

FS-AT

-59.6%

IV

The Table 8 above summarizes the test results of the four prediction models for
the Sander. This table highlights that the FS-MV model predict with higher accuracy than
the FS-AT prediction model. The difference in accuracy for these two models is 0.6%.
The table also shows that the percentage error in predicting the performance metrics of
the sander using assembly model is higher than the percentage error in predicting the
performance metrics of sander using function structures. The difference of the percentage
error in predicting the assembly time of the sander for the two graph types is 69.5%
similarly; the difference of the percentage error in predicting the market value for the two
graph types is 71.2%. The percentage error in predicting the performance metrics for the
assembly models of sander is 1.66% whereas the percentage error in predicting the
performance metrics for the function structures of sander is 0.06%.
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The accuracy (percentage error of performance metrics) of the four prediction
models have been displayed in the following figures (Figure 17-Figure 20) and the
standard deviation of the respective prediction models have also been represented in these
figures. The assembly time and market value of the sander remains same for the two
graph types (assembly models and function structures). The performance metrics for the
product have been tested against historical trained complexity approach. These four
prediction models of the sander are ranked based on the accuracy of predicting the
percentage error in the performance metrics of the two graph types.
3.2.1 AM-MV
Figure 17 showcases a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error)
in predicting the assembly time of sander using assembly model. The target assembly
time for the given sander model has been computed using Boothroyd &Dewhurst tables
for Design for Assembly as 218.18 seconds. The average percentage error in the
assembly time of this sander is predicted to be 10.2%. The ‘x-axis’ in the graph
represents the percentage error in the assembly time of the sander. The ‘y- axis’
represents the frequency of predicting the assembly time of the sander and a population
size of 18900 performance values have been used to test the performance values of the
sander. This AM-AT prediction model shows that assembly model of the sander predict
with higher accuracy the assembly time compared to the other three prediction models
(AM-MV, FS-AT and FS-MV) and thus ranked first amongst the four prediction models.
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Figure 17: Showcases Percentage Error in Predicting the Assembly Time of Sander
Using Assembly Model
3.2.2 AM-MV
Figure 18 illustrates a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error)
in predicting the market value of Sander using assembly model. The target market value
for the given Sander model has been queried from the Amazon online web site and the
average price of the base five prices of the product is computed and predicted as $
214.94. The average percentage error in the market value of this sander is predicted to be
11.89%. The ‘x-axis’ in the graph represents the percentage error in the market value of
the sander. The ‘y- axis’ represents the frequency of predicting the market value of the
sander which has a population size of 18900 performance values that have been used to
test the performance values of the sander. This AM-MV prediction model shows that
assembly model of the sander predict with higher accuracy the market value compared to
the (FS-AT & FS-MV) prediction models but predicts with a lower accuracy than the
AM-AT prediction model and thus ranked second amongst the four prediction models.
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Figure 18: Illustrates Percentage Error in Predicting the Market Value of Sander
Using Assembly Model
3.1.3 FS-MV
Figure 19 exhibits a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error) in
predicting the market value of Sander using function structures. The target market value
for the given Sander function structure has been queried from the Amazon online web
site and the average of the base five prices of the product is computed as $ 214.94. The
average percentage error in the market value of this sander is predicted to be -59.31%.
The ‘x-axis’ in the graph represents the percentage error in the market value of the
sander. The ‘y- axis’ represents the frequency of predicting the market value of the
sander which has a population size of 18900 performance values that have been used to
test the performance values of the sander. This FS-MV prediction model shows that
function structures of the sander predict with higher accuracy the market value compared
to FS-AT prediction models with a marginal difference of 0.6% but predicts with lower
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accuracy than the (AM-AT & AM-MV) prediction models and thus ranked third amongst
the four prediction models

Figure 19: Exhibits Percentage Error in Predicting the Market Value of Sander
Using Function Structures
3.1.4 FS-AT
Figure 20 represents a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error)
in predicting the assembly time of sander using function structures. The target assembly
time for the given sander function structure has been computed using Boothroyd
&Dewhurst tables for Design for Assembly as 89.53 seconds. The average percentage
error in the assembly time of this sander is predicted to be -59.9%. The ‘x-axis’ in the
graph represents the percentage error in the assembly time of the sander. The ‘y- axis’
represents the frequency of predicting the assembly time of the sander which has a
population size of 18900 performance values that have been used to test the performance
values of the sander. This FS-AT prediction model shows that function structures of the
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sander predict with lower accuracy the assembly time compared to the other three
prediction models (AM-AT, AM-MV and FS-MV) and thus ranked fourth amongst the
four prediction models.

Figure 20 Represents Percentage Error in Predicting the Assembly Time of Sander
Using Function Structures
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3.3 Test Results of Hair Dryer
Table 9: Average Percentage Error in Predicting the Performance Metrics of Hair
Dryer
Average Percentage Error
Prediction Model

in Predicting the

Rank

Performance of Hair Dryer
AM-AT

-7.5%

I

AM-MV

12.4%

II

FS-AT

-42.1%

III

FS-MV

153.9%

IV

Table 9 above summarizes the test results of the four prediction models for the
hair dryer. The table shows that the percentage error in predicting the performance
metrics of the hair dryer using assembly model is higher than the percentage error in
predicting the performance metrics of hair dryer using function structures. The difference
of the percentage error in predicting the assembly time of the hair dryer for the two graph
types is 34.4% similarly; the difference of the percentage error in predicting the market
value for the two graph types is 141.5%. The percentage error in predicting the
performance metrics for the assembly models of hair dryer is 19.9% whereas the
percentage error in predicting the performance metrics for the function structures of hair
dryer is 153.9%.
3.3.1 AM-AT
Figure 21 portraits a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error)
in predicting the assembly time of hair dryer using assembly model. The target assembly
time for the given hair dryer model has been computed using Boothroyd &Dewhurst
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tables for Design for Assembly as 89.53 seconds. The average percentage error in the
assembly time of this hairdryer is predicted to be -7.5%. The ‘x-axis’ in the graph
represents the percentage error in the assembly time of the hair dryer. The ‘y- axis’
represents the frequency of predicting the assembly time of the hair dryer and a
population size of 18900 performance values have been used to test the performance
values of the hair dryer. This AM-AT prediction model shows that assembly model of the
hair dryer predict with higher accuracy the assembly time compared to the other three
prediction models (AM-MV, FS-AT and FS-MV) and thus ranked first amongst the four
prediction models.

Figure 21: Portraits Percentage Error in Predicting the Assembly Time of Hair
Dryer Using Assembly Model
3.3.2 AM-MV
Figure 22 exhibits a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error) in
predicting the market value of hair dryer using assembly model. The target market value
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for the given hair dryer model has been queried from the Amazon online web site and the
average price of the base five prices of the hair dryer is computed and predicted as $
22.276. The average percentage error in the market value of this hair dryer is predicted to
be 12.41%. The ‘x-axis’ in the graph represents the percentage error in the market value
of the hairdryer. The ‘y- axis’ represents the frequency of predicting the market value of
the hairdryer and a population size of 18900 performance values have been used to test
the performance values of the hair dryer. This AM-MV prediction model shows that
assembly model of the hairdryer predict with higher accuracy the market value compared
to the (FS-AT & FS-MV) prediction models but predicts with a lower accuracy than the
AM-AT prediction model and thus ranked second amongst the four prediction models.

Figure 22: Exhibits Percentage Error in Predicting the Market Value of Hair Dryer
Using Assembly Model
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3.3.3 FS-AT
Figure 23 depicts a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error) in
predicting the assembly time of hair dryer using function structures. The target assembly
time for the given hair dryer function structure has been computed using Boothroyd
&Dewhurst tables for Design for Assembly as 89.53 seconds. The average percentage
error in the assembly time of this hairdryer is predicted to be -42.1%. The ‘x-axis’ in the
graph represents the percentage error in the assembly time of the hair dryer. The ‘y- axis’
represents the frequency of predicting the assembly time of the hair dryer and a
population size of 18900 performance values have been used to test the performance
values of the hair dryer. This FS-AT prediction model shows that function structures of
the hair dryer predict with higher accuracy the assembly time compared to FS-MV
prediction model but predicts with lower accuracy than the (AM-AT & AM-MV)
prediction models and thus ranked third amongst the four prediction models.

Figure 23: Depicts Percentage Error in Predicting the Assembly time of Hair Dryer
Using Function Structures
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3.3.4 FS_MV
Figure 24 represents a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error)
in predicting the market value of hair dryer using function structures. The target market
value for the given hair dryer model has been queried from the Amazon online web site
and the average of the base five prices of the hair dryer is computed as $ 22.276 The
average percentage error in the market value of this hair dryer is predicted to be 153.9%.
The ‘x-axis’ in the graph represents the percentage error in the market value of the hair
dryer. The ‘y- axis’ represents the frequency of predicting the market value of the hair
dryer which has a population size of 18900 performance values that have been used to
test the performance values of the hair dryer. This FS-MV prediction model shows that
function structures of the hair dryer predict with lower accuracy in predicting the market
value compared to the other three prediction models (AM-AT, AM-MV & FS-AT) and
thus ranked fourth amongst the four prediction models.

Figure 24: Represents Percentage Error in Predicting the Market Value of Hair
Dryer Using Function Structures
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3.4 Test Results of Lawn Mower
Table 10 Average Percentage Error in Predicting the Performance Metrics of Lawn
Mower
Average Percentage Error
Prediction Model

in Predicting the

Rank

Performance of the Sander
AM-AT

-0.2%

I

AM-MV

12.4%

II

FS-AT

-14.5%

III

FS-MV

-21.7%

IV

Table 10 above summarizes the test results of the four prediction models for the
lawn mower. The table shows that the percentage error in predicting the performance
metrics of the lawn mower using assembly model is higher than the percentage error in
predicting the 4performance metrics of lawn mower using function structures. The
difference of the percentage error in predicting the assembly time of the lawn mower for
the two graph types is 14.7% similarly; the difference of the percentage error in
predicting the market value of lawn mower for the two graph types is 34.1%. The
percentage error in predicting the performance metrics for the assembly models of lawn
mower is 12.6% whereas the percentage error in predicting the performance metrics for
the function structures of lawn mower is 7.2%.
3.4.1 AM-AT
Figure 25 portraits a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error)
in predicting the assembly time of lawn mower using assembly model. The target
assembly time for the given lawn mower model has been computed using Boothroyd
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&Dewhurst tables for Design for Assembly as 296.61 seconds. The average percentage
error in the assembly time of this lawn mower is predicted to be -0.19%. The ‘x-axis’ in
the graph represents the percentage error in the assembly time of the lawn mower. The
‘y- axis’ represents the frequency of predicting the assembly time of the lawn mower and
a population size of 18900 performance values have been used to test the performance
values of the lawn mower. This AM-AT prediction model shows that assembly model of
the lawn mower predict with higher accuracy the assembly time compared to the other
three prediction models (AM-MV, FS-AT and FS-MV) and thus ranked first amongst the
four prediction models.

Figure 25: Portraits Percentage Error in Predicting the Assembly Time of Lawn
Mower Using Assembly Model
3.4.2 AM-MV
Figure 26 illustrates a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error)
in predicting the market value of lawn mower using assembly model. The target market
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value for the given lawn mower model has been queried from the Amazon online web
site and the average price of the base five prices of the lawn mower is computed and
predicted as $ 126.586. The average percentage error in the market value of this lawn
mower is predicted to be -7.2%. The ‘x-axis’ in the graph represents the percentage error
in the market value of the lawn mower. The ‘y- axis’ represents the frequency of
predicting the market value of the lawn mower and a population size of 18900
performance values have been used to test the performance values of the lawn mower.
This AM-MV prediction model shows that assembly model of the lawn mower predict
with higher accuracy the market value compared to the (FS-AT & FS-MV) prediction
models but predicts with a lower accuracy than the AM-AT prediction model and thus
ranked second amongst the four prediction models.

Figure 26: Illustrates Percentage Error in Predicting the Market Value of Lawn
Mower Using Assembly Model
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3.4.3 FS-AT
Figure 27 exhibits a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error) in
predicting the assembly time of lawn mower using function structures. The target
assembly time for the given lawn mower function structure has been computed using
Boothroyd &Dewhurst tables for Design for Assembly as 296.61 seconds. The average
percentage error in the assembly time of this lawn mower is predicted to be -14.5%. The
‘x-axis’ in the graph represents the percentage error in the assembly time of the lawn
mower. The ‘y- axis’ represents the frequency of predicting the assembly time of the
lawn mower and a population size of 18900 performance values have been used to test
the performance values of the lawn mower. This FS-AT prediction model shows that
function structures of the lawn mower predict with higher accuracy the assembly time
compared to FS-MV prediction model but predicts with lower accuracy than the (AM-AT
& AM-MV) prediction models and thus ranked third amongst the four prediction models.

Figure 27: Exhibits Percentage Error in Predicting the Assembly Time of Lawn
Mower Using Function Structures
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3.4.4 FS-MV
Figure 28 showcases a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error)
in predicting the market value of lawn mower using function structures. The target
market value for the given lawn mower model has been queried from the Amazon online
web site and the average of the base five prices of the lawn mower is computed as $
126.276 The average percentage error in the market value of this lawn mower is
predicted to be -21.7%. The ‘x-axis’ in the graph represents the percentage error in the
market value of the lawn mower. The ‘y- axis’ represents the frequency of predicting the
market value of the lawn mower which has a population size of 18900 performance
values that have been used to test the performance values of the lawn mower. This FSMV prediction model shows that function structures of the lawn mower predict with
lower accuracy in predicting the market value compared to the other three prediction
models (AM-AT, AM-MV & FS-AT) and thus ranked fourth.

Figure 28: Showcases Percentage Error in Predicting the Market Value of Lawn
Mower Using Function Structures
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3.5 Test Results of Flashlight
Table 11 Average Percentage Error in predicting the Performance Metrics of
Flashlight
Average Percentage Error in

Prediction Model

Predicting the Performance of

Rank

the Sander

AM-AT

2.9%

I

FS-AT

19.0%

II

AM-MV

23.2%

III

FS-MV

36.0%

IV

Table 11 above summarizes the test results of the four prediction models for the
flashlight. This table highlights that the FS-AT model predict with higher accuracy than
the AM-MV prediction model. The difference in accuracy for these two models is 4.3%.
However the difference between average of the 18900 test values of the flashlight and the
target value for the AM-MV prediction model is $4.7 whereas the difference for the FSAT prediction model is 14.31207 seconds. The table also shows that the percentage error
in predicting the performance metrics of the flashlight using assembly model is lower
than the percentage error in predicting the performance metrics of flashlight using
function structures. The difference of the percentage error in predicting the assembly time
of the flashlight for the two graph types is 16.1% similarly; the difference of the
percentage error in predicting the market value for the two graph types is 12.8%. The
percentage error in predicting the performance metrics for the assembly models of sander
is 1.7% whereas the percentage error in predicting the performance metrics for the
function structures of sander is 0.1%.
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3.5.1 AM-AT
Figure 29 depicts a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error) in
predicting the assembly time of flashlight using assembly model. The target assembly
time for the given flashlight model has been computed using Boothroyd &Dewhurst
tables for Design for Assembly as 75.4 seconds. The average percentage error in the
assembly time of this flashlight is predicted to be 2.9%. The ‘x-axis’ in the graph
represents the percentage error in the assembly time of the flashlight. The ‘y- axis’
represents the frequency of predicting the assembly time of the flashlight and a
population size of 18900 performance values have been used to test the performance
values of the flashlight. This AM-AT prediction model shows that assembly model of the
flashlight predict with higher accuracy the assembly time compared to the other three
prediction models (AM-MV, FS-AT and FS-MV) and thus ranked first amongst the four
prediction models.

Figure 29: Depicts Percentage Error in Predicting the Assembly Time of Flashlight
Using Assembly Model
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3.5.2 FS-AT
Figure 30 illustrates a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error)
in predicting the assembly time of flashlight using function structures. The target
assembly time for the given flashlight function structure has been computed using
Boothroyd &Dewhurst tables for Design for Assembly as 75.4 seconds. The average
percentage error in the assembly time of this flashlight is predicted to be 19.0%. The ‘xaxis’ in the graph represents the percentage error in the assembly time of the flashlight.
The ‘y- axis’ represents the frequency of predicting the assembly time of the flashlight
and a population size of 18900 performance values have been used to test the
performance values of the flashlight. This FS-AT prediction model shows that function
structures of the flashlight predict with higher accuracy the assembly time compared to
(AM-MV &FS-MV) prediction models but predicts with lower accuracy than the (AMAT) prediction model and thus ranked second amongst the four prediction models.

Figure 30: Illustrates Percentage Error in Predicting the Assembly Time of
Flashlight Using Function Structures
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3.5.3 AM-MV
Figure 31 exhibits a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error) in
predicting the market value of flashlight using assembly model. The target market value
for the given flashlight model has been queried from the Amazon online web site and the
average price of the base five prices of the flashlight is computed and predicted as $
20.32. The average percentage error in the market value of this flashlight is predicted to
be 23.2%. The ‘x-axis’ in the graph represents the percentage error in the market value of
the flashlight. The ‘y- axis’ represents the frequency of predicting the market value of the
flashlight and a population size of 18900 performance values have been used to test the
performance values of the flashlight. This AM-MV prediction model shows that
assembly model of the flashlight predict with higher accuracy the market value compared
to the (FS-MV) prediction model but predicts with a lower accuracy than the (AM-AT,
FS-AT) prediction models and thus ranked third amongst the four prediction models.

Figure 31: Exhibits Percentage Error in Predicting the Market Value of Flashlight
Using Assembly Model
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3.5.4 FS-MV
Figure 32 showcases a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error)
in predicting the market value of flashlight using function structures. The target market
value for the given flashlight model has been queried from the Amazon online web site
and the average of the base five prices of the flashlight is computed as $ 20.32 The
average percentage error in the market value of this flashlight is predicted to be 36.0%.
The ‘x-axis’ in the graph represents the percentage error in the market value of the
flashlight. The ‘y- axis’ represents the frequency of predicting the market value of the
flashlight and a population size of 18900 performance have been used to test the
performance values of the flashlight. This FS-MV prediction model shows that function
structures of the lawn mower predict with lower accuracy in predicting the market value
compared to the other three prediction models (AM-AT, AM-MV & FS-AT) and thus
ranked fourth amongst the four prediction models.

Figure 32: Showcases Percentage Error in Predicting the Market Value of Flashlight
Using Function Structures
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3.6 Test Results of Food Chopper
Table 12 Average Percentage Error in Predicting the Performance Metrics of Food
Chopper
Average Percentage Error in

Prediction Model

Predicting the Performance

Rank

of the Sander

AM-AT

-5.7%

I

AM-MV

6.1%

II

FS-AT

-8.8%

III

FS-MV

-13.9%

IV

Table 12 above summarizes the test results of the four prediction models for the
food chopper. The table shows that the percentage error in predicting the performance
metrics of the food chopper using assembly model is higher than the percentage error in
predicting the performance metrics of food chopper using function structures. The
difference of the percentage error in predicting the assembly time of the food chopper for
the two graph types is 3.0% similarly; the difference of the percentage error in predicting
the market value of food chopper for the two graph types is 20.1%. The percentage error
in predicting the performance metrics for the assembly models of food chopper is 11.9%
whereas the percentage error in predicting the performance metrics for the function
structures of food chopper is 5.2%.
3.6.1 AM-AT
Figure 33 illustrates a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error)
in predicting the assembly time of food chopper using assembly model. The target
assembly time for the given food chopper model has been computed using Boothroyd
&Dewhurst tables for Design for Assembly as 316.62 seconds. The average percentage
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error in the assembly time of this food chopper is predicted to be -5.7%. The ‘x-axis’ in
the graph represents the percentage error in the assembly time of the food chopper. The
‘y- axis’ represents the frequency of predicting the assembly time of the food chopper
and a population size of 18900 performance values have been used to test the
performance values of the food chopper. This AM-AT prediction model shows that
assembly model of the food chopper predict with higher accuracy the assembly time
compared to the other three prediction models (AM-MV, FS-AT and FS-MV) and thus
ranked first amongst the four prediction models.

Figure 33: Illustrates Percentage Error in Predicting the Assembly Time of Food
Chopper Using Assembly Model
3.6.2 AM-MV
Figure 34 showcases a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error)
in predicting the market value of food chopper using assembly model. The target market
value for the given food chopper model has been queried from the Amazon online web
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site and the average price of the base five prices of the food chopper is computed and
predicted as $ 47.988. The average percentage error in the market value of this food
chopper is predicted to be 6.1%. The ‘x-axis’ in the graph represents the percentage error
in the market value of the food chopper. The ‘y- axis’ represents the frequency of
predicting the market value of the food chopper and a population size of 18900
performance values have been used to test the performance values of the food chopper.
This AM-MV prediction model shows that assembly model of the food chopper predict
with higher accuracy the market value compared to the (FS-AT & FS-MV) prediction
models but predicts with a lower accuracy than the AM-AT prediction model and thus
ranked second amongst the four prediction models.

Figure 34: Showcases Percentage Error in Predicting the Market Value of Food
Chopper Using Assembly Model
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3.6.3 FS-AT
Figure 35 exhibits a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error) in
predicting the assembly time of food chopper using function structures. The target
assembly time for the given food chopper function structure has been computed using
Boothroyd &Dewhurst tables for Design for Assembly as 316.62 seconds. The average
percentage error in the assembly time of this food chopper is predicted to be -8.8%. The
‘x-axis’ in the graph represents the percentage error in the assembly time of the food
chopper. The ‘y- axis’ represents the frequency of predicting the assembly time of the
food chopper and a population size of 18900 performance values have been used to test
the performance values of the food chopper. This FS-AT prediction model shows that
function structures of the food chopper predict with higher accuracy the assembly time
compared to FS-MV prediction model but predicts with lower accuracy than the (AM-AT
& AM-MV) prediction models and thus ranked third amongst the four prediction models.

Figure 35: Exhibits Percentage Error in Predicting the Assembly Time of Food
Chopper Using Function Structures
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3.6.4 FS-MV
Figure 36 depicts a histogram graph displaying the accuracy (Percentage error) in
predicting the market value of food chopper using function structures. The target market
value for the given food chopper model has been queried from the Amazon online web
site and the average of the base five prices of the food chopper is computed as $ 47.988
The average percentage error in the market value of this food chopper as -13.9%. The ‘xaxis’ in the graph represents the percentage error in the market value of the food chopper.
The ‘y- axis’ represents the frequency of predicting the market value of the food chopper
which has a population size of 18900 performance values that have been used to test the
performance values of the food chopper.

Figure 36: Depicts Percentage Error in Predicting the Market Value of Food
Chopper Using Function Structures
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Chapter Four
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

This chapter of the thesis examines the test results obtained from the four
prediction models. It also discusses the research questions addressed in chapter one with
supporting results and explores the potential future work extensions that can be carried
forward in improving of the proposed experimentation method.
4.1 Comparison of Four Prediction Models
A comparison of the four prediction models based on the accuracy (percentage
error) in predicting the performance metrics of the five consumer products has been
computed and portrayed in Table 13.
Table 13: Comparison of the Four Prediction Models
Performance
Graph

Metrics

Assembly Time

Market Value

Absolute Average Percentage

Absolute Average Percentage

Error of Five Test Products is

Error of Five Test Products is

5.3 %

12.2%

(Rank I)

(Rank II)

Absolute Average Percentage

Absolute Average Percentage

Error of Five Test Products is

Error of Five Test products is

29.0%

57.0%

(Rank III)

(Rank IV)

Sources

Assembly Models

Function Structures
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The average percentage error in predicting the performance of the five products
for the two graph types have been computed and has been shown in the above table.
From this table one can observe that the assembly models predict the assembly time of
the products with an absolute average accuracy of 5.3% and hence are ranked first.
Similarly the assembly models predict the market value of the products at an average
accuracy of 12.2% and hence ranked second in accurately predicting the performance of
the products. The function structures predict the assembly time of the products at average
percentage error of 28.8% and the function structures predict the market value of the at
an average accuracy of 57.0%.
From the above table one can predict the average percentage error of the
performance metrics using function structures conclude that function structures in early
design stages can be used to predict the market value and assembly time of the products
and thus producing qualitative concepts which can be used further in the embodiment
design stage and aid the designers by informing early in the design process. Thus
encouraging in generating multiple different historically based predictors that can inform
design earlier in the process
4.2 Answers to Research Questions
Research Answer 1: It has been seen from the above experiment that one can
predict the assembly time of the products using function structures and the market value
of the products using assembly models. Thus generating multiple different historically
based predictors that can inform design earlier in the process
Research Answer 2: It can be observed from Table 13 that the assembly models
predict the assembly time of the products with an absolute average accuracy of 5.3% and
hence ranked first amongst the four prediction models. Similarly the assembly models
predict the market value of the products at an average accuracy of 12.2% and hence
ranked second in accurately predicting the performance of the products. The function
structures predict the assembly time of the products at average percentage error of 28.8%
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and the function structures predict the market value of the at an average accuracy of
57.0%.
Research Answer 3: The test results from the experiment depicts that the two
graph types are useful in predicting the performance value of the products. It has been
observed that the assembly models of the products predict with an average accuracy of
17.5%, as these models hold more information about the products. The function
structures predict the performance values of the products with an average accuracy of
42.9%, as less information about the products is available from these structures. But these
structures can be helpful in providing the information early in the design process.
4.3 Future Work
The future extensions of this research would be to understand and identify key
complexity metrics of different product model graphs (assembly models and function
structures) that can be used for surrogate modeling of product performance metrics
(assembly time and market cost). One can also try and understand why these surrogate
models work. One can hypothesize that some complexity metrics are significant
predictors for both market price and assembly even when applied against disparate
models such as the function structures and CAD assembly models. Once the prediction
models are created through the use of artificial neural networks (ANN), one can analyze
the level of significant contribution of each metric to the prediction model. One can
explore both principle component analysis and linear and nonlinear regression analysis to
refine the complexity metric vector. To also study if one can extend this approach for
other performance metrics like recyclability. Based on the above, one can explore the
following research questions:
1. Does a collection of twenty nine diverse complexity metrics required to
develop good predictive models?
The twenty complexity metrics play a vital role in the prediction of performance
values. If one can understand and study the effectiveness and significance of each
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individual metric to the contribution of the performance value. One can predict the
performance values with higher accuracies.
2.

Will a sub-set of complexity metrics found to be significant in all
permutations of input-output predictive models?

Thus there exists a sub set of complexity metrics that is found to be dominant in
all the permutations of input-output prediction models. This sub set then could be studied
in detail to understand each metric of the sub set influence predicting the performance
value.
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APPENDIX

A1 Instruction Manual for Conducting the Experiment
1. Install Complexity Pack software in Matlab and follow the instructions directed in
the notepad instructions.
2. Install the D.F.A solid works add-in, that enables to estimate the assembly time of
the Solid works CAD (Computer Aided Design) models
3. Generate the Function structures and assembly CAD (computer aided design)
models of the desired products.
i)

For generating the assembly CAD models use Solid Works
2011/2012

ii)

Generate the function structures either manually or use Concept
Modeler tool.

4. Develop bipartite graphs of the function structures and assembly models using
Microsoft Excel sheet.
i)

For assembly CAD models store the data in the form of sources
and sinks

ii)

For function structures develop the graphs manually by mapping
the sources and sinks.

5. Convert the above graphs into twenty nine complexity metrics by running the
Matlab code EZ_ANN and store these metrics of the products in an excel sheet
6. Use the above complexity metrics along with the test targets (market value and
assembly time) to train the artificial neural networks by running “TrainArchPop”
Matlab code Store the output in an excel sheet that consists of 18900 architectures
(189 architectures 100 replications)
7. Test the remaining products against the trained neural networks by using the
Matlab code analyze ANN Matlab code to predict the performance metrics
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(assembly time and market value) Save the test result in an excel sheet which also
consists of 18900 architectures of the test products.
8. Perform statistical analysis to calculate the mean and the standard deviation of the
18900 architectures and then compare the test output with the test target.
A2 Function Structures of the Selected Products
The function structures of all the eighteen products that were selected have been
displayed in the following figures (Figure 37 to Figure 49).

Figure 37 Function Structure of Bench Vise (Source: Oregon State Design Repository)
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Figure 38: Function Structure of Flashlight (Source: Oregon State Design Repository)

Figure 39 Function Structure of Electric Drill (Source: Oregon State Design
Repository)
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Figure 40 Function Structure of Stapler (Source: Oregon State Design Repository)

Figure 41 Function Structure of Nail Gun (Source: Oregon State Design Repository)
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Figure 42: Function Structure of Sewing Machine (Source: Oregon State Design
Repository)

Figure 43 Function Structure of Electric Tooth Brush (Source: Oregon State Design
Repository)
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Figure 44: Function Structure of Mixer (Source: Oregon State Design Repository)

Figure 45 Function Structure of Juice Extractor (Source: Oregon State Design
Repository)
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Figure 46 Function Structure of Garage Door Opener (Source: Oregon State Design
Repository)

Figure 47 Function Structure of Sander (Source: Oregon State Design Repository)
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Figure 48 Function Structure of Jig Saw (Source: Oregon State Design Repository)

Figure 49 Function Structure of Hair Dryer (Source: Oregon State Design Repository)
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A.3 Assembly Models of the Selected Products

Figure 50 Assembly Model of Food Chopper
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Figure 51 Assembly Model of Solar Yard light
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Figure 52 Assembly Model of Sander

Figure 53 Assembly Model of Stapler
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Figure 54 Assembly Model of Blender

Figure 55 Assembly Model of Sewing Machine
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Figure 56 Assembly Model of Electric Tooth Brush

Figure 57 Assembly Model of Electric Drill
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Figure 58 Assembly Model of Garage Door Opener

Figure 59 Assembly Model of Nail Gun
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Figure 60 Assembly Model of Bench Vise

Figure 61 Assembly Model of Computer Mouse
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Figure 62: Assembly Model of Mixer

Figure 63 Assembly Model of Flashlight
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Figure 64 Assembly Model of Electric Grill

A4 Matlab Codes
The three main Matlab codes used for conducting the experimentation to obtain
the test results are discussed below. These three codes can run only with the aid of other
Matlab codes generated by James Mathieson. The below codes are used for predicting
the performance values for both the graph types (assembly models and function
structures).
A4.1 EZ_ANN_Run.m
This Matlab code generates the twenty nine complexity metrics vector of the
assembly models and the function structures of the products. This code has been
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generated by Essam Namouz. The function structures are manually converted into bipartite graphs and the transformed graphs of the structures are provided as inputs to
obtain the twenty nine complexity metrics vector of a product. Whereas the assembly
models are transformed into bi-partite graphs using SWAddinDFA tool. The obtained
graphs are then transformed into twenty nine complexity metrics using the below Matlab
code.
Clear CellData;
Clear Assembly;
Clear Comp Array;
Clear ElementList;
Clear pathname;
Clear filename;
Clear filelocation;
%

for i = 1:17

%

if i==1

%

Assembly=importxls ('C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\01_crest_toothbrush.xlsx');
%

elseif i==2

%

Assembly=importxls ('C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\02_dewalt_sander.xlsx');
%

elseif i==3

%

Assembly=importxls ('C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\05_irobot_roomba.xlsx');
%

elseif i==4

%

Assembly=importxls ('C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\06_delta_nail_gun.xlsx');
%

elseif i==5

%

Assembly=importxls ('C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\07_juice_extractor.xlsx');
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%

elseif i==6

%

Assembly=importxls ('C:\Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\11_delta_jigsaw.xlsx');
%

elseif i==7

%

Assembly=importxls ('C:\Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\12_BrotherSewingMachine.xlsx');
%

elseif i==8

%

Assembly=importxls ('C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\13_Blender.xlsx');
%

elseif i==9

%

Assembly=importxls ('C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\14_Chopper.xlsx');
%

elseif i==10

%

Assembly=importxls ('C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\15_Drill.xlsx');
%

elseif i==11

%

Assembly=importxls ('C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\16_HolePunch.xlsx');
%

elseif i==12

%

Assembly=importxls ('C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\17_IndoorElectricGrill.xlsx');
%

elseif i==13

%

Assembly=importxls ('C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\18_Maglight.xlsx');
%

elseif i==14

%

Assembly=importxls ('C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\19_Mouse.xlsx');
%

elseif i==15
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%

Assembly=importxls ('C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\20_SolarYardLight.xlsx');
%

elseif i==16

%

Assembly=importxls ('C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\21_stapler.xlsx');
%

elseif i==17

%

Assembly=importxls ('C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\Function

structures\James_ExcelSheets\22_Vise.xlsx');
%

end

%

end

%

fprintf ('This is for product %f \n', i);

%

Assembly=importxls ('C: \Documents and Settings\enamouz\My

Documents\Dropbox\EZ_Complexity_DFA_Work\Complexity
Graphs\BoothroydPiston_basic.xlsx');
%Assembly=importxls ('C: \Users\enamouz\Desktop\TTi\R2401\EZ_Connectivity.xlsx');
% Assembly=importxls ('C:
\Users\enamouz\Desktop\ME402_TTI\connectivitygraphs.xlsx');

[Filename, pathname, type]=uigetfile ('*.xlsx','Pick an excel file');
Filelocation=strcat (pathname, filename);
Assembly=importxls (filelocation);
[CompArray, CellData, ElementList]=compag (Assembly);
%

SW_ANN_Assem_Time_Predictor (CompArray);

%

end

A4.2 TrainArchPop.m
This Matlab code trains the artificial neural networks for predicting the assembly
time and market value of the products. This code has been generated by Essam Namouz.
The twenty nine complexity metrics of the graph types of
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function [tNet] = trainArchPop (input_filename) %changed from trainArchPop
(input_filename, arr_vec, replicate)

arrs = populate Architectures;

%

arr_vec=input (‘which architectures would you like to use?');

arr_vec=1:189;
Replicate=100;
%

replicate=input ('How many replications would you like to use?');

num_arch = size (arr_vec, 2); %this code checks the size of the vector, in case it’s not 5

%%% These file names should be specified based on the desired training set
input_filename = 'FunctionStructures_AssemblyTime';

%Name of file that holds

inputs and targets
input_file_type = '.xlsx';
%

%should be xlsx, file type of inputs and targets

input_file_location = 'C:\Users\enamouz\Google Drive\School Stuff\PhD

Stuff\EZ_Boothroyd DFA Times for Essam\'; %file location
%

input_file_location = 'C:\Users\enamouz\Desktop\ME402_TTI\'; %file location

input_file_location = 'C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\';
input_xls_file = strcat (input_file_location, input_filename, input_file_type);

% training filename = strcat (input_file_location, input_filename, '_ANN_training');
%this line makes a ANN training file for given architectures
% file type = '.mat';

NN_input = xlsread (input_xls_file,1);

%This lines read in the inputs to train the

ANNs
NN_target = xlsread (input_xls_file,2)';

%This line reads the target values to train

the ANNs
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size_Input = size (NN_input);
size_Target =size (NN_target);
if size_Input ~= size_Target %This checks to make sure rows and columns of inputs and
targets match
NN_target = NN_target';
end

tic; %Start Timing
for arr = 1: num_arch
Si=arrs{arr_vec(arr)}

for rep = 1 : replicate

%gets defined characteristics from above

%this loop creates # of reps neural networks based on

the given characteristics

tNet(arr,rep).net = newcf(NN_input,NN_target,Si); %newcf creates a cascadeforward back propagation network: see help newcf for more info
tNet (arr, rep).net.trainParam.showWindow = false;
tNet (arr,rep).net = train(tNet(arr,rep).net,NN_input,NN_target);
network the specified amount of times to generate pdfs

end

end

%Stop timing
time = toc;
time = time/60;
fprintf ('ANN took %f minutes to train’, time);
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%%This retrains the

save('Training_FS_AT','tNet')
%

Create a variable output with the results of specified architectures

%

for i=1:num_arch*replicate

%

output (i, :) = tNet (i).net (NN_input)

%

end

%%For probability density function of each architecture use
%

[f, xi] =ksdensity (output (:, 1)

A.4.3 analyzeANN.m
This Matlab code is used to test the artificial neural networks for predicting the
assembly time and market value of the five test products against the fifteen trained
products. This code has been developed by Essam Namouz. The twenty nine complexity
metrics of the five selected products are tested against the trained historical data of
seventeen trained products and the results obtained are then compared to their respective
target values to determine the efficiency of predicting the results.
Clear output;
Clear output_trainingset;
%

input_filename = 'EZ_DFA_Training_Case6_Partially_Defined';

%

input_filename = 'EZ_DFA_Training_Case_TTI_Design

%

input_filename ='EZ-Summary of BD Time Estimates';

%

input_filename = 'Complexity_Summary';

%

input_filename = 'TTIplusCEDAR';

%

input_filename = 'connectivity';

input_filename = 'Test_FS_AT';

%

input_filename = 'Complexity_Results_Conceptual_Design';

%

input_filename='TTi_Complexity_Summary';
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input_file_type = '.xlsx';
%

input_file_location = 'C:\Documents and Settings\enamouz\My

Documents\Dropbox\EZ_Complexity_DFA_Work\DFA_Training_Case6_Partially_Defi
ned\';
%

input_file_location = 'C:\Users\enamouz\Desktop\TTi\';

%input_file_location='C:\Users\enamouz\Documents\Dropbox\EZ_Complexity_DFA_W
ork\';
%

input_file_location='C:\Users\enamouz\Google Drive\School Stuff\PhD

Stuff\EZ_Boothroyd DFA Times for Essam\';
%

input_file_location =

'C:\Users\enamouz\Desktop\ME402_TTI\TeamBSemesterFinalRyobiDrill\';
input_file_location = 'C: \Users\Sri Ram\Documents\';
input_xls_file = strcat (input_file_location, input_filename, input_file_type);
%NN_input = xlsread (input_xls_file,1);
%NN_target = xlsread (input_xls_file,2)';
tic;
NN_test_input = xlsread (input_xls_file, 1);
%NN_test_input2 = xlsread (input_xls_file, 1);
for i=1:18900
output(i,:)= tNet(i).net(NN_test_input);
end
%Stop timing
time = toc;
time = time/60;
fprintf('ANN took %f minutes to test’, time);
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